Our Address:

448 Wilson Road

East Lansing, MI 48824

Some GPS systems will not place our address properly. If using a GPS, it may be helpful to use the corner of Red Cedar Road and Wilson Road.

Maps:

There are multiple maps and a few pictures below to aide in any confusion when arriving.

Parking:

Purchase parking passes from the Department of Public Safety (DPS) or the Welcome Center on Trowbridge (when open). With the parking pass from DPS you may park in any UN-metered parking spot in the Trowbridge Ramp (Ramp #5). If a pass in not purchased parking at meters in the Trowbridge Ramp is available.
Trowbridge Exit off of 127 North or South and 496 East bound to the Packaging Building (passing the Trowbridge Ramp)
Zoomed in view of the Red Square on Map #1
The Buildings:

^Packaging Building (View from Wilson Road)

^Department of Public Safety (View from Red Cedar Road)

^Trowbridge Ramp- Ramp #5 (view from Red Cedar Road)